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OVERVIEW
• We all know that development optimization in

unconventional reservoirs is challenging
– There are many moving parts, from reservoir to corporate

strategy, and everything in between
– Lateral spacing and completion design have big impacts on

well inventories, budgeting, and strategic planning

• Our streamlined workflow combines data analytics,
physics-based modeling, automation and economics to
optimize well spacing and completion design, and give
key decision-makers the information they need, all within
a reasonable time frame

• The speed of this workflow means that simulation can
become a strategic decision-making tool instead of a
purely technical tool
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The Challenge
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Capture all Field Information

Feed all Engineering Tools

Geological Mapping

Visualization

Earth Model

Production History Match

Process Validation

Completion

Design

Production

Prediction

Complex Fracture
Design

Well Planning Geo Steering

Formation Evaluation

Data Logging

Well Target Loc

Well Planning

Formation Eval.

Completion 

Validation and

Execution

Fracture Modelling Design 
Validation

Typical Unconventional Workflow
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Use Cases for Our Streamlined Workflow

• A pre-conditioning step in a more detailed and 
thorough evaluation

• A parallel study to facilitate high-level 
decision-making while the more in-depth 
studies are underway

• Large parametric studies

• A rapid-deployment study for short-fuse 
projects, like acquisitions, where you can use 
physics-based modeling to quantify upside of 
alternative completion designs 
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Mosaic Process – Analysis Pipeline

Data Mining /

Surveillance

Fracture 
Dimension 
Modeling

Reservoir 
Simulation 

Calibration /

History Match

Reservoir 
Simulation 

Forecasts for 
Matrix of 

Completion 
Designs

Single-Well 
Economics on 

Matrix of 
Forecasts

Completion 
Optimization

Development 
Optimization / 

Drill Out 
Economics / 
Investment 

Metrics

Which Completion / Development Strategies Create the Most Value and 
Financial Robustness?

Empirical Physics-Based Modeling Economics

Our Focus Today
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Data Analytics Pre-Processing

• Start with detailed completion data: lateral lengths,
stages, cluster strategy, fluid volumes, sand
quantities, and completion methodology

• Add production and operating pressure data to create
a type well profile

• Result is a localized average well with similar
completion characteristics

Commercial

Database
Prod, Well Data
635,000 Wells

Commercial

Database
Completion Data

29,000 Wells

Mosaic Database
Completion Data

5,100+ Wells

Mosaic Database
Flowback, PVT

Core, Eco Inputs

Mosaic Surveillance

Basic Analysis
Maps

Dashboards
Deep Dive Prep
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Type Well with Average Completion
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What About Fracture Characterization?

• MVR model is a
proxy for rock
mechanics model

• You can use any
rock mechanics
software to build
the MVR model

• Deploy it in
CMOST as
Parameters using
Jscript interface

𝑋𝑓 = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1 𝑝𝑝𝑔 𝑏1 + 𝑎2 𝑉𝑐
𝑏2 + 𝑎3 𝑄𝑖

𝑏3 +𝑎4 𝑘 𝑏4 ൗ1 𝑏0

We use Multi-Variate Regression (MVR)
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Reservoir Simulation Modeling

• A typical workflow is a large, complex model of a
single well or single pad

– Integrates all the available data

–Very detailed and thorough

–Good for inferences and insights on what has already
happened

• These models often have long turn-around times, and
may lead to

–Data fatigue and analysis paralysis, and

–Overfitting - forecasting is only good for that situation, but
what about the rest of the asset?

• And, what if you need an answer quickly?
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Using Proxy Simulation Models

• Lever symmetry to model a fraction of the total
wellbore (one-fourth of a frac stage)

–This assumes uniform properties in the reservoir
and that each fracture is the same

–Turnaround time is significantly faster, and…

• By using symmetry, the proxy model is quickly
and easily scaled to any lateral length and stage
spacing, for history matching and forecasting of
alternate completion designs
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Symmetry Model Schematic

• From this…

• To this…
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With A Symmetry Model…

• History matching studies are completed in hours
to days, not weeks or months

• Forecasting studies of alternate completion
designs quickly evaluate the economic merit of
different completion strategies

–Well spacing

–Stage spacing

–Treatment design

• Forecasts are easily accessed in post-processing
for economic analysis and corporate-level
evaluations
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Forecasting Alternate Completion Designs
• Uses same proxy simulation model combined with the MVR

fracture model

• Parameter code in CMOST translates completion design (lateral
length, stage spacing, perf clusters, fluid and sand intensity, etc.)
into 𝑋𝑓 and 𝐹𝑐 via MVR model

• Simulation grid is re-computed for each alternate design

Completion design 
study includes 

lateral spacing, 
lateral  lengths, and 

completion 
parameters, 
resulting in 

thousands of cases

Completion Design Optimization Matrix
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Enabling CMOST Technologies and Features
• Jscript interface for Parameter construction

–Computes frac half-length and conductivity from MVR
model

–Rebuilds simulation grid for each case

• Advanced objective function and automation
–CMOST Excel tie-in pushes the properties of each alternate

completion design and the resulting production profile
(monthly volumes vs. time) into a spreadsheet

–Excel VBA Events push each forecasted completion design
into an SQL Server database

• In post-processing, the alternate design forecasts are
accessed for economic analysis and completion
optimization
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Completion Design Economic Optimization

• The alternate completion design matrix is the basis
for economic optimization of completion design

• Single-well evaluation to more complex corporate
cash flow models
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Example Evaluation
• We recently completed a project involving about 100 gas

wells in a North American unconventional play

• Using these workflows and public data, we completed
history matches and alternate completion design
evaluations for two study areas in less than two weeks

• The final product was an acquisition evaluation with
upside quantification of an alternative completion design
derived from physics-based modeling

• Our analysis indicated that the current completion design
was sub-optimal, and that a better design strategy would
be to…

– Double the lateral length and fluid intensity, and

– Leave stage spacing and sand intensity the same
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Summary

• Our streamlined, physics-based workflow enables key
decision makers to optimize and plan the
development of unconventional assets in a short time
frame and with reasonable certainty

• The workflow leverages data analytics while
remaining grounded in physics-based outcomes

• The speed of this workflow means that simulation can
become a strategic decision-making tool instead of a
purely technical tool

• Technology and features in the CMOST optimizer
were a critical component in enhancing the
automation of the overall workflow
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Thank you!

Computer Modeling Group Users Group Meeting
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